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AMULFED DAIRY , GANDHINAGAR 
 

ALL INDIA TRANSPORT TENDER 2019 
 

 
AFD:PUR:TEN:TRANS: 20                 30.05.2019 

 
Transport Contract 2019 

Dear Sir, 
 
We enclose herewith a tender for transportation of poly milk film rolls from our PFP plant, Sector 25, GIDC, 
Gandhinagar plant to various destinations outside Gujarat as mentioned in enclosed Annexure II.  
 
1. Rates must be filled in enclosed rate form only. 
2. EMD: You will have to deposit Rs. 1,00,000/- by the way of  BG / demand draft drawn in favour of 

AmulFed Dairy (A unit of GCMMF LTD.) payable at Ahmedabad of any Nationalized Bank / Reputed 
Private bank (like ICICI,HDFC, YES BANK, AXIS BANK) only. In case your quotation is not accepted 
the deposit will be refunded within a month from the date of finalisation.  EMD will carry no interest.  
Security Deposit: In case your quotation is accepted and converted into the work order, you will have to 
deposit additional BG/ security deposit amount Rs.75,000/- by the way of demand draft drawn in favour 
of AmulFed Dairy (A unit of GCMMF LTD.) payable at Ahmedabad of any Nationalized Bank / 
Reputed Private bank (like ICICI,HDFC, YES BANK, AXIS BANK) only. This will earn no interest. 
SD to be arranged within a period of 7 days from the date of receipt of intimation from us. It will return 
after the successfully completion of your work order.   

3. Details of trucks like truck no., model, capacity, copy of registration certificate (RC copy) should be 
furnished as and when required by us for all the vehicles you wish to offer for service to us.   

4. Rewriting / Over writing in tender is to be avoided. Transporters / Contractors must abide by & bound to 
follow all the terms, conditions mentioned here in this tender. 

5. All pages of tender including rate form must be signed & sealed by transporters/ contractors which are 
considered as your acceptance for all rates, terms & conditions mentioned in tender. 

6. There is no guarantee given here for selection of transporter on the lowest rate basis. 
7. No telephonic/personal follow up from your side will be entertained. Canvassing in any form may lead 

to disqualification. 
8. Last date for submission of tender is 06.06.2019(@ 15:30 hrs.  
9. Tenders would be opened in presence of interested Bidders at 06.06.2019 15:45 hrs on  
10. The sealed covers must be superscribed with “AFD: PUR: PFP: TEN:TRANS: 20” addressed to  

General Manager, AmulFed Dairy, Near Indira Bridge, Village: Bhat, Dist: Gandhinagar- 382 428. This 
inquiry contains Total 7 pages (including cover page). 

 
Thanking you. 
Your’s faithfully, 
 
 
 
(Manager – Purchase) 
Encl: Annexure I: Terms and Conditions 
 Annexure II: Destination Rate Forms   
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ANNEXURE  - I 
 
TERMS  & CONDITIONS FOR POLY FILM ROLLS TRANSPORTATION FROM AMULFED 
DAIRY, PFP TO VARIOUS DESTINATIONS OF ALL OVER INDIA: -  
 
1. These rates will remain in force for the period of 6 months (1st  july 2019 to 31st December 2019) 

 
2. AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar shall have an option to extend this Transport Contract for a further period 

of two calendar months on the same freight rates and terms and conditions. 
 
3. The transport carrier shall deliver the goods at the destinations in safe and sound condition. The 

transport carrier must use tarpaulin and/or other suitable cover to protect the consignment from 
Sun/rain/water/dust etc. and the same should be maintained throughout the transit. 

 
4. Please submit your offer/rates for 9 MT / 16 MT load capacity (as per Annexure II). Rates should be 

inclusive of all road formalities etc.  
 

5. Blacklisted vendors by AmulFed Dairy cannot participate in bidding process. Bids received from these 
vendors would be rejected. 

 
6. It is transporter’s responsibility to collect ‘material received receipt’ / acknowledge LR copy from 

consignee. Based on this receipt only, transporters’ bills payment will be made.  
 
7. All trucks to be supplied should be totally insured and as per RTO rules & regulations, if any duty / fee 

/ tax / toll tax / road tax is payable then it is sole responsibility of transporter/ contractor to observe and 
clear all formalities. All vehicles of 9 MT /16 MT have the same loading capacity as per RTO 
registration. 
 

8. For any accident, transporter or contractor is responsible. Any Material / Vehicle / Life will be to 
transporter’s account in case of accident. Material / Pouch Film rolls if damaged due to accident then 
actual damage cost plus Rs.5000/- per accident as fine will be recovered from transporter/ contractor 
either by direct payment or  from security deposit or from monthly  bills. In case of accident, transporter 
/ contractor has to inform AmulFed Dairy-PFP Authorities immediately.  

 
9. In AmulFed Dairy-PFP premises, transporter’s representatives / drivers / cleaners  etc. have to follow 

and  has to  abide  by  Dairy  rules &  regulations for hygiene / discipline  with  proper  behaviour. The 
driver should have valid Driving licence.  

 
10. Delivery of pouch film rolls to consignees must be in time without any delay and without damage.  

AmulFed Dairy shall recover total cost for damage as certified by PFP as penalty per such incident 
from transporter / contractor. 

 
11. It is transporter/ contractor‘s  responsibility to deliver the given material to consignee without any 

wastage / damage/ theft/ shortage and violation of this condition will be recovered from your Invoice as 
certified by PFP per such matter / event from  transporter/ contractor. 

 
12. As we shall be giving you full truckload consignments, you will ensure that no foreign goods are 

transported along-with our consignments. No transshipment and partial shipment of material is allowed. 
Payment would be forfeited, if found so. 

 
13. Please note that we have registered your name as our approved carrier purely on trial basis. 

Please ensure to provide  Truck as per your commitment, we may cancel your registration, if 
your services not found satisfactorily. 

 
14. The responsibility of reporting to the point of origin for loading lies with carrier. The 

transport carrier shall make available the Vehicle in stipulated time frame as per demand. In 
case of delay in placing the vehicles by more than 24 hr from the demand time, AFD reserve 
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the right to arrange the vehicle from open market rate and differential amount will be 
recovered from the transporter. AFD will charge the penalty of Rs.500/- for second time delay 
in a month to deploy the vehicle. Vehicle will be load on the same day in plant, otherwise 
transporter can claim expense of Rs. 250/day towards driver DA as a detention charge  

 
15. During the tenure of this contract, any transport carrier denies to lift our goods at our 

approved rates, AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar would immediately arrange vehicle from the 
open market and the difference would be recovered from the transporter’s pending freight 
bills. We also keep our right reserve to withhold carrier’s freight bills till end of the contract.  

 
16. If vehicle becomes immovable on road in transit then alternate arrangement is to be done by 

contractor/ transporter.     
 
17. All vehicles should be PUC certified and environment friendly as AmulFed Dairy-PFP is ISO -

14001:2004 certified unit. In the interest of sustainable environment, we urge you to deploy eco-
friendly trucks. 

 
18. If in extreme case, it is required for calculating Price increase / decrease in Per Trip charges at the time 

of fuel price increase / decrease after date of contract /order/ agreement are to be calculated on the basis 
of kilometer in tender plus taking 4.0 km/ liter as average for 9/16 MT vehicles. This clause is 
applicable if diesel prices undergo change (upward or downward) equal to or more than cumulative 
Rs.2 per liter  as announced by GOI during tenure of this contract, then the destination wise approved 
rates shall be adjusted downward or upward by the savings or additional burden in diesel cost due to 
such diesel price changes. (Reference price shall be considered as price 01.05.2019 is Rs 69.87/Ltr. 
/ liter of diesel at Gandhinagar). This will be review on 1st of every month. 

 
19. The goods consigned may be for more than one consignee in different destination in route or 

more than one consignee in one or more destinations in mutually exclusive route but still 
economical/obligatory for us to consign thus. In such cases, the carrier will be paid actual 
freight for each destination or freight on guaranteed FTL basis under this contract for the last 
destination, whichever is higher. 

 
20. Loading point and Billing address will as below. 

Packaging Film Plant – AmulFed Dairy,  
K-Road, Sector-25,  
GIDC, Gandhinagar – 382044  

 
21. Trip wise transport bills are to be submitted at below address. 

AmulFed Dairy, 
Near indira bridge, Plot no. 35,  
Village – BHAT, GANDHINAGAR - 382428  
 
All bills should be submitted within 30 days of consignment delivery. Freight will be paid within 30 
days after submission date. Further, if any bills are submitted after 90 days of consignment delivery – 
the same will not be considered for payment.  

 
22. For any dispute regarding this tender / contract / agreement, Ahmedabad is the jurisdiction. 
 
23. Transporter / Contractor  has to maintain  PF / BONUS / LEAVE / ESI  accounts of  his representatives 

/ workers  employed  by  him  on his sole responsibility and  AmulFed Dairy is  not at all  involved  and  
Dairy  will not  be responsible for  any thing  in this matter. 

 
24. Rates given  by  you  is considered to be inclusive of  all taxes, waiting charge per trip from PFP to 

consignee destination(s), drivers/ cleaners’ salary – allowances- fuel (diesel), oil, truck maintenance, 
any govt./private levies etc. Trip means covering all maximum possible points between two 
destinations.  
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25. Trip rates mentioned in rate form are to be considered for one way travel for the destinations given in 

the rate form with maximum 9 / 16 MT load at any time.       
 

26.   NO Toll Taxes etc to be paid by any MU/Packing Stations      
 

27. Any Remarks on LR by MU/Packing Station must be intimated to PFP immediately. 
 

28. Rejected roll/Material Qty.  due to transport damage, must be returned to PFP at their cost. 
 

29.  Vehicle must have GPS tracking device. 
 

30. Trasnporter’s/ Driver’s responsibility to verify nos of rolls loaded on the truck. NO claim will be 
settled, once vehicle leaves PFP                     

 
31. You have to give complete details of truck to be supplied by you for transportation work and if dairy /  

transporter  finds any  need of releasing any truck  from contract / order / agreement both parties have to 
inform 10 days in advance to each other  in such case. 

 
32. Truck should be clean & well maintained in such a way that it will not affect quality /quantity of film 

rolls. Truck driver has to keep a log book for octroi cash and trip numbers calculation. 
 
33. Scope of this contract is transportation of pouch film rolls, engineering material or any other material as 

decided by AmulFed Dairy / PFP authorities from time to time. 
 
34. If AmulFed Dairy decides to stop transportation for any reason, transporter / contractor can not claim 

any payment. Transporter or his representatives have to work as per time to time instructions given 
from AmulFed Dairy authorities.  

 
35. Any employee / representative of transporter should not be involved in any criminal / civil case or such 

legal matters and if such event arises then dairy is not responsible for such matters.  
 
36. Transporter / contractor has to give in writing complete details like name  & addresses  of his 

representatives/ drivers/cleaners etc. and  also he has to inform in writing  if any of them is getting 
changed. 

 
37. Smoking and Drinking of Alcoholic beverages or other such product is totally prohibited in Dairy 

premises. Any of your representatives should not be suffering from any contagious disease(s). Violation 
of this will attract removal of such person from dairy premises plus Rs.750/- as fine per such 
occurrence. 

 
38. On outer side of the trucks, if painting & advertising for dairy has to be done the expenses shall be 

borne by AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar.    
 

39. Improper behavior with dairy staff / refusing  for material transportation/  no identification with your 
representative(s) /  stealing  material / helping in theft of material : all  these type of  wrong doing(s)  if 
comes into knowledge of dairy authorities  will  attract  immediate penalty of  Rs.1000 in cash plus 
recovery of  damage /wastage caused due to such happenings. 

 
40. AmulFed Dairy reserve the right to do the e-tender via reverse auction for limited period of time for few 

existing / new destinations. This would be carrying out on experimental basis & would be binding on 
both. 

 
41. You will be responsible to observe formalities required to be completed at concerned check post, octroi 

post and ensure that there is no default. If there is any default represented by govt. authorities towards 
payment / completion of formalities, you shall be entirely responsible. Any amount leviable in this 
respect shall have to be borne by you. 
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42. All legal formalities or govt. procedures concerning road transport should be fulfilled by you so that our 
goods would not be confiscated by any authorities for any rule violation by you. All charges / fees for 
this should be borne by you.            

 
43. It is sole responsibility of transporter to deliver the given material safely & intact to consignee. 

Insurance of the goods transported will be borne by AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar. PFP Incharge will 
co-ordinate with A/c Incharge for the same. 

 

44. You will be required to provide a vehicle in good condition & suitably enclosed type, to endure 
environmental conditions for transportation. If vehicle will be going for repairing or unable to operate 
in running condition, then alternate vehicle should be provided by you immediately and if you fail to do 
so, then all the responsibility will be to your account. During monsoon season  driver must have the 
tarpaulin to cover the base Flooring and only closed  body vehicle will be allowed . 

 
45. Requirement of the vehicle will be informed through Email/Phone to the transporter and they 

have to deploy the same within 24 hrs of the information ,failing to do so will attract penalty 
worth Rs 2000  

 
46. All the trucks should minimum travel 400 km a day(24 hrs) and should reach the various 

destinations within such time frame. Failure to do so will attract the penalty decided by the 
management.  

 
47. If required the contract can be terminated by giving one-month notice period but if contractor’s work is 

unsatisfactory, it can be terminated with immediate effect without assigning any reason. Contractor also 
have to give us in writing for cancellation of contract before one months. 

 
48. In any  matter(s)  like  deciding  penalty ( fine) / deciding cost of  damaged (wastage) made / inferring 

meaning of any term (condition)  of tender , the decision of  AmulFed Dairy’s General  Manager will be 
final and binding  to transporter / contractor. 

 
49. Distance kilometer mention are approximate / indicative, however final km will be given in work order 

and shall be abide to everyone. 
 

50. Detention will be paid @ Rs.500 per day after 24 hours (if vehicle reported before 4 PM to MU/ 
packing station than only reporting day will be consider) of reporting of the vehicle excluding Sunday 
& Public Holiday if any in between. 

 
51. Truck Driver must have mobile during journey and every 4 hours he should report PFP stores official.   

 
52. For return trip, if it will be used for lifting of paper core/tubes and rejected material from dairies. it will 

be 50 % of the above rates. 
 

53. Tender EMD:  
You will have to deposit Rs. 1,00,000/-  in form of demand draft drawn in favor of “AmulFed Dairy (A 
unit of GCMMF Ltd.)” payable at Ahmedabad of any Nationalized Bank / Reputed Private bank (like 
ICICI,HDFC, YES BANK, AXIS BANK, KOTAK ) only.  In case your quotation is not accepted the 
deposit will be refunded within a month from the date of finalization. EMD will carry no interest. 
Quotation received without EMD shall not be considered.  
 
Security Deposit: 
In case your quotation is accepted and converted into the work order, you will have to deposit 
additional security deposit amount Rs.75,000/-(Seventy Five Thousand) in form of demand draft drawn 
in favor of “AmulFed Dairy (A unit of GCMMF Ltd.)” payable at Ahmedabad of any Nationalized 
Bank only / Reputed Private bank (like ICICI,HDFC, YES BANK, AXIS BANK, KOTAK ) only. This 
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will earn no interest. SD arrange within a period of 7 days from the date of receipt of intimation from 
us. It will return after the successfully completion of your work order. 

 
54. If  at any stage , AmulFed Dairy finds  that  transporter  has not followed  or  has  violated  any of  the 

tender / agreement  terms / conditions then  AmulFed Dairy will  revoke given bank  guarantee and will  
have  all  rights to recover  damage cost plus  penalty charges  which again shall  be decide by  
AmulFed Dairy authorities only.  And in this case Dairy will have right to stop transportation work or 
to terminate the complete work order / agreement without giving any prior notice. Quotation received 
without EMD shall not be considered. 

 
55. Also if truck is required to make 2/3 point delivery, then per point Rs.1000 extra will be paid and 

freight of longest distance will be considered. 
 

56. AmulFed Dairy will not pay any charges if vehicle is not unloaded at delivery point timely. 
 

57. The performance of the transport carrier will be evaluated continuously. If the services of the transport 
carrier are found unsatisfactory, the we reserve the right to suspend, terminate the contract without 
reference to the carrier. 

 
58.  General Manager - AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar reserves the rights to cancel/ terminate the contract, 

even after awarding the contract, without assigning any reason & same shall be binding to the 
contractor. 

 
59. Management reserves the rights to accept or reject the any / all offers submitted by bidders, without 

assigning any reasons. Management decision in these regards would be considered as final and binding 
to bidders.  

 
60. We will allow only one representative per bid sold at the time of tender opening meet.  
 
 
I, the undersigned is agreeing with and accepting above mentioned terms & conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transporter’s Sign & Name 
Name of Transporter                      Company Seal              
 
Date:    
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Sr. No. Name of the Customer Rates 9 MT 

1 Banas [Bhagirath Dairy,Jodhpur]   

2 Banas [Dholpur]   

3 Banas [Faridabad]   

4 Banas [Goga-Baghpat]   

5 Banas [Jaipur-Bassi]   

6 Banas [Kanpur-Dehat]   

7 Banas [Lucknow]   

8 Banas [Modinagar Dairy]   

9 Banas [Roorkee]   

10 Banas [Udaipur]   

11 Banas [Jharkhand]   

12 Bharuch [Igloo Dairy] Navi Mumbai   

13 Bharuch [Shadaha, nandurbar]   

14 J & K - CHASHMESHI, Srinagar   

15 J & K - SATWARI, Jammu   

16 Kaira [Assam] W.B. - Guawahati   

17 Kaira [Dollon] W.B. - Hugli   

18 Kaira [Indian] W.B. - Chanditala   

19 Kaira [Jairambati] W.B. - Chanditala   

20 Kaira [Jal Paiguri] W.B., Siliguri   

21 Kaira [Meghna Dairy-Pargana] W.B.   

22 Kaira [Batala] Punjab   

23 Kaira [FATEHGARH SAHIB]Chunni,Punjab   

24 Kaira [Pune] Rajguru nagar   

25 Kaira [Sri Sri-Pune] - Rautwadi - Shripur   

26 Kaira [Virar] Navi Mumbai   

27 Mehsana [Dharuhera]   

28 Mehsana [Manesar]   
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29 Panchmahal [Dewas]   

30 Panchmahal [Jabalpur]   

31 Panchmahal [Ujjain]   

32 Panchmahal [Taloja] Navi Mumbai   

33 Panchmahal [Raipur, Durg]   

34 Sabar [Anitha Dairy] Hyderabad   

35 Sabar [Nalgonda] Hyderabad   

36 Sabar [Rohtak Dairy] Haryana   

37 Sabar [Gavya Dairy] Jaipur   

38 Sabar [Sonipat Dairy]   

39 Surat [Nasik- Shahpur ]   

40 Surat [Goa]   

41 Surat [Jaysinhpur]   

42 Surendranagar[IGLOO], Navi Mumbai   

43 Valsad [Boisar]   

44 Valsad [Nagpur]   
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Sr. No. Name of the Customer Rates 16 
MT 

1 Banas [Bhagirath Dairy,Jodhpur]   

2 Banas [Dholpur]   

3 Banas [Faridabad]   

4 Banas [Goga-Baghpat]   

5 Banas [Jaipur-Bassi]   

6 Banas [Kanpur-Dehat]   

7 Banas [Lucknow]   

8 Banas [Modinagar Dairy]   

9 Banas [Roorkee]   

10 Banas [Udaipur]   

11 Banas [Jharkhand]   

12 Bharuch [Igloo Dairy] Navi Mumbai   

13 Bharuch [Shadaha, nandurbar]   

14 J & K - CHASHMESHI, Srinagar   

15 J & K - SATWARI, Jammu   

16 Kaira [Assam] W.B. - Guawahati   

17 Kaira [Dollon] W.B. - Hugli   

18 Kaira [Indian] W.B. - Chanditala   

19 Kaira [Jairambati] W.B. - Chanditala   

20 Kaira [Jal Paiguri] W.B., Siliguri   

21 Kaira [Meghna Dairy-Pargana] W.B.   

22 Kaira [Batala] Punjab   

23 Kaira [FATEHGARH SAHIB]Chunni,Punjab   

24 Kaira [Pune] Rajguru nagar   

25 Kaira [Sri Sri-Pune] - Rautwadi - Shripur   

26 Kaira [Virar] Navi Mumbai   

27 Mehsana [Dharuhera]   

28 Mehsana [Manesar]   

29 Panchmahal [Dewas]   

30 Panchmahal [Jabalpur]   

31 Panchmahal [Ujjain]   

32 Panchmahal [Taloja] Navi Mumbai   

33 Panchmahal [Raipur, Durg]   

34 Sabar [Anitha Dairy] Hyderabad   
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35 Sabar [Nalgonda] Hyderabad   

36 Sabar [Rohtak Dairy] Haryana   

37 Sabar [Gavya Dairy] Jaipur   

38 Sabar [Sonipat Dairy]   

39 Surat [Nasik- Shahpur ]   

40 Surat [Goa]   

41 Surat [Jaysinhpur]   

42 Surendranagar[IGLOO], Navi Mumbai   

43 Valsad [Boisar]   

44 Valsad [Nagpur]   

 


